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between the lines // staffblog

STAFFBLOG

NOT a lost cause
Hundreds of you loved the summer 2007 issue enough to tell
us about it. (Yes, we’re still plowing through the e-mail.) Your
most frequently asked question: How do I get involved in the
organizations started by many of the Magnificent Seven to
support the troops? Our answer: It’s easy; just Google the exact
name of each organization, and their Web sites should pop
up at the top of the search results. You may also want to visit
americasupportsyou.mil.
+ Posted by Editor Roger on Sept. 3, 2007, at 04:37PM | Comments (220) | TrackBack (3)

iPod insider tips
So who out there doesn’t want to win an iPod? This summer,
you called in a record number of contest entries to the U-TURN
Podcast Hotline (877-439-8763). Many of your recordings
were excellent; in fact, we’re building entire podcast episodes
around more than 20 we received. And, of course, one of
them each quarter will win that coveted iPod (check future
issues to see who won and why). So, which ones stand out?
We love hearing about your personal experiences, especially
when you take time to write out ideas beforehand, include
specifics, and then read them with flair. We take special notice
of contributors who model what they see in U-TURN (and hear
on our podcast) and record stories about school, money, cars
and driving, jobs and career aspirations, accomplishments,
life passions, and so on. (Extra hint: Listen to some podcast
episodes, downloadable for free at the iTunes Music Store.)
With these tips, consider yourself armed to take on our
ongoing iPod contest — check out page 24 for details.

Photo by Kemp Davis

+ Posted by Editor Roger on Sept. 8, 2007, at 09:14AM | Comments (183) | TrackBack (1)

U-TURN wants you
We couldn’t produce U-TURN without you.
For every issue of the magazine and episode
of the weekly podcast, we directly contact
Team U-TURN — a panel of dozens of U-TURN
readers like you — to get their thoughts on
topics they want to read about, feedback on new ideas we’re
considering, and interesting stories they want to tell. For example,
this issue’s cover girl, Alysia Johnson, is a Team U-TURN member
who told us about her first car crash — and guess what? Her
story wound up in the magazine, she got to be in a professional
photo shoot, and she’s featured in podcast Episode 66. Sound
interesting, even exciting? Send us an e-mail at uturn@usaa.com
and we’ll sign you up to be a member of Team U-TURN. Who
knows? Maybe in a few months you might end up on the cover of
a magazine that reaches more than a half-million of your peers.
+ Posted by Editor Roger on Sept. 12, 2007, at 03:16PM | Comments (218) | TrackBack (2)
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FEEDBACK LOOP
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I took driver’s ed for a semester of sophomore-year gym class.
I took a behind-the-wheel course through a private school. Thanks
to driver’s ed, I was aware of relevant laws and procedures.
I was conﬁdent enough to make the most of my time behind the
wheel. For a while, my mom made me take local roads instead of
the interstate. And today my parents
sometimes veto road trips that
they think are too far.
- Anita Kinney, 19, Virginia

I took a $200 online course
through a Virginia driver’s
ed program, and then I
did the in-car portion
with my parents. It took
about a month, maybe
two. I learn things
much better actually
doing them rather
than reading about
them, so I’d like more
hands-on instruction,
actually driving and/
or practicing the
scenarios, and maybe
even some reality
online games with the
scenarios. My parents
said that I had to drive with them for
a year after I started driving, license
or no license, and I couldn’t drive at
night for a few months.
- Teresa Nuar, 18, Virginia

In my class we did worksheets and
watched videos. Then I did one-on-one
driving time with an instructor four
times after school. The class did help.
I just think it focused too much on what
could happen instead of techniques
that could prevent me from getting into
those situations. Honestly, I was pretty
scared to drive after watching some
of the videos in class. After I had my
license six months, by law I was able to
drive with one other person. But my
parents wouldn’t let me until they
gave me the A-OK.
- Taylor Faranda, 17,
Colorado

I took driver training
at school for half a
semester. It was good,
and I learned some new
information but the
teacher put me to sleep.
My parents restrict me
from talking on a cell
phone while driving. It
also became a law in
Virginia on June 1.
- Ryan Van Noordt, 16,
Virginia
[Note: Fourteen states
(Colorado, Connecticut,
Delaware, Illinois, Maine,
Maryland, Minnesota,
New Jersey, North Carolina,
Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, and West Virginia) and Washington,
D.C., restrict the use of cellular phones by
young drivers.]
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Last summer, an article in “USA Today” proposed it may be time for a driver’s education
overhaul. This quote from the article sums it up pretty well: “Of all the classes students
take, driver’s ed may be the only one designed to keep them alive. Yet the typical course
isn’t winning raves from accident and safety experts.” U-TURN wanted to know what
your driver’s ed experience was like, how you think it might be improved, and your
experience with increasing restrictions intended to make driving safer.

My parents and I decided on a home-taught online
course that cost around $275. Because I wasn’t that
excited about driving, it took me longer to complete
the requirements. I had to have around 50 hours of
hands-on experience, as well as read a book and then
complete tests over each chapter. There were also
movies and videos I had to watch. Toward the end of
the course, I was required
to be evaluated on
certain driving skills
by the person who
taught me.
- Annica Russo, 17,
Texas

My driver’s ed was through school. The written part was
three hours after school for two weeks. Then we had the
driving portion, which required 15 hours behind the wheel.
The driving portion wasn’t as helpful as I think it could have
been. Because the driver’s ed teacher had a brake that
overrode mine — and never told me I wasn’t braking soon
or hard enough — I didn’t learn to stop soon enough. For a
long time after I had my permit, I underestimated the time
it took me to come to a complete stop, and even how much
I had to brake to go around curves. I think driver’s ed needs
to be updated and offered more often,
at least at my school. I feel they
need to re-evaluate their
in-the-car teachers as well.

Many of the schools
in my state don’t
offer driver’s ed.
Joshua’s Law means
that we have to take
a registered driving
course to get our
license before we
turn 18.
- Zoe Peters, 15,
Georgia
[Note: Joshua’s Law
went into effect Jan. 1,
2007. It was inspired by
Joshua Brown, a Georgia teenager
who died in a single-car wreck. His
parents thought he died because he
didn’t have the proper training to drive
by himself on a wet road. The Browns lobbied for
required training and additional behind-the-wheel
experience, and their recommendations turned
into a state law.]

- Rachel Carlson, 17,
North Carolina

I spent a total of 25
hours last summer
taking driver’s ed, but
my parents won’t let
me get my license yet.
The course I took gave
me really good tips,
and we watched a lot
of videos. But I’d be
really bad at driving
if I didn’t practice
with my parents.
Overall, I think it
needs to be harder
to pass the class,
because I would be scared
to be in a car with some people
who passed. It needs some
reform, but not to be completely
re-created.
- Anne James, 16, Nebraska
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National Home School Month. In 2003, the number of
homeschooled students in the U.S. was estimated to be
nearly 1.1 million.

Looking for someplace to record your life goals or get
inspiration for setting some new ones? Visit 43Things.com.

Can you name a 15-letter word that can be spelled without
repeating
repeat
a ing any letter?
lettter We know of two. E-mail uturn@usaa.com
with yyour
our guess.
guesss.
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The Liberty Bell arrived in Philadelphia from
England on this day in 1752. Learn the real
details about the bell’s infamous crack at
ushistory.org/libertybell.
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Fire Prevention Week
begins today.
From 2000-2004,
candles were the
fourth leading cause of
house ﬁres.

01

02

The ﬁrst SAT test date of the
2007-08 school year. Check
out collegeboard.com for a
list of other test dates during
the school year.

“Bee M
Movie” buzzes into
theaters: A bee (voiced by
theate
Jerry Seinfeld) graduates from
college and wants to do more
colle
than just make honey.

077
President George W.
Bush celebrates his
61st birthday.
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On this day in 1939,
the world was
introduced to the ﬁrst
air-conditioned car.

Google was formed in 1998 by two grad school
students. Don’t believe it? Google it!

Last year, U-TURN readers told us at
thesurveybox.com/usaa/uturn that they
commemorated the ﬁfth anniversary of the
9/11 attacks by observing a moment of
silence, crying, dancing to a patriotic song at
a festival, attending candlelight vigils, and
visiting newseum.org and looking at the front
pages from newspapers dated Sept. 12, 2001.

In 1948, Margaret
Chase Smith became
the ﬁrst woman
elected to the U.S.
Senate without
completing another
senator’s term.

ACT test date
in 19 states.
Check out all the
upcoming dates
and registration
deadlines at
actstudent.org.

15

The U.S. Naval Academy opened in Annapolis,
Md., on this day in 1845. There were 50
midshipmen students and seven professors.

10

Dictionary Day. The
word CHOICE reads
the same when held
in front of a mirror
upside-down. Try it!

28

U.S. Marine Corps Day. The Marines’ unofﬁcial
mascot is a real live English bulldog named Chesty.

“The Jetsons” aired for the ﬁrst
ﬁrst time in
1962. (What’s a Spacely Sprocket anyway?)
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19

On this day in 1978, Max Anderson, Ben Abruzz, and
Larry Newman completed the ﬁrst trans-Atlantic
balloon trip. The balloon lifted off in New Mexico
and landed in France.

12

You can mark this night in 1833 as the ﬁrst known
record of a meteor shower in North America.
Meteorophobia is deﬁned as persistent, abnormal,
and unwarranted fear of meteors.

16

Annual Marine Corps Marathon in Washington,
D.C. USAA is sponsoring this event.
Meet a runner and a volunteer
from last year’s race starting on
page 11 and on U-TURN podcast
episode 68, downloadable for free
at iTunes.

31
23

The Randolph Air Force Base Air Show starts in
San Antonio, Texas. USA
USAA is a sponsor for this event.

Labor Day. The ﬁrst minimum wage was
established in 1938 at 25 cents an hour.

America Recycles Day. One
recycled glass bottle saves
enough energy to power a
computer for 25 minutes.

22
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15

Thanksgiving Day. Minnesota leads the nation
in turkey production. The state will raise more
than 44 million this year. Maybe it should be
nicknamed the Turkey State instead of the
Gopher State?

Halloween. Each year more than $2 billion worth
of Halloween candy is sold.

Antarctica is the only continent where pumpkins
can’t grow.

*iTunes is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
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little red car after
my auto accident. I
remember seeing
the truck in front
of me; its brake
lights went on,
and I braked just
in time. But
then I was hit
from behind.
– Alysia Johnson, 19,
New Mexico
Interview by Rachel Bell
Photographs by Brian Dalbalcon
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We were just going shopping
It was Feb. 17, 2006, and at the time, I was a
high school senior living in Oregon. I don’t even
remember why, but I needed a bikini. So my
younger sister and I decided to go shopping to buy
one. She was in the passenger seat next to me,
holding our little dachshund on her lap.
Since it was February, it was pretty cold outside,
but not rainy. It was a cloudy afternoon, but
visibility was fine. Of course, my sister and I were
belted in. As we headed over a familiar bridge less
than five miles from our house, the traffic was
congested. Where the speed limit should have been
55 mph, cars were moving about 20 mph slower
because everything was backed up.
Suddenly I saw the red lights on a truck in front
of me. I hit my brakes. After I stopped, I thought
to myself, Yes! No car accident. Unfortunately, the
driver behind me wasn’t able to stop in time. Her
car hit mine hard enough that my hood slid under
the back bumper of the truck.
Obviously, our shopping trip was not going
to happen.

Luckily, everyone was OK
I scanned the interior — a little glass. Thankfully,
my sister and I were OK. Our dog was fine, too.
Without a seat belt, he could have flown through
the windshield, but my sister caught him before
he hit the dashboard. My car was still running, the
radio still playing. So I turned off the engine and
got out to see the damage and make sure no one
was hurt.

insurance information for their report, while my
sister and I sat in their car to keep warm.

Giving my parents the bad news
I dreaded the call home but knew it had to be done.
“Daddy, I got in a car crash,” I said. His first words
were, “Are you OK?” Everyone asked me that —
the ambulance driver, the sheriffs, the other people
involved in the accident. Fortunately I was OK, but
my car wasn’t. It wasn’t a major accident, but my
car suffered the worst damage because it got stuck
between two cars.
Since we weren’t injured, we waited around for
the tow truck. When it arrived, I had to give them
my insurance information so they could take my
vehicle to a body shop for an estimate. The verdict:
totaled. Basically, that means it would cost more
to fix the car than what it was worth. So it wasn’t
worth fixing.

Post-crash pop quiz
After the towing, I went home. As soon as I walked
in the door, my dad said, “Sit down and write.” So
I wrote down exactly what I remembered of the
entire incident, including how fast I thought I was
going and when I noticed the car behind me. Then
my dad and I went back to the body shop and took
digital pictures of the car from different angles so
that we could document the damage.
Capturing the details of the accident proved to
be helpful. I had to tell my story three times
for different insurance companies
starting with mine, USAA.

From what I could see of my car, the hood had
crumpled, which is exactly what it’s supposed
to do if you have an accident. The car was
definitely dripping some fluids, but didn’t
really look that bad. When I talked to
the other drivers, everyone was OK.
The driver I hit gave me his name
and phone number. When the
sheriffs arrived, they got everyone’s

08
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I told them what happened, which body shop
my car was taken to, and the sheriff’s number
to get the information on the accident. After
that, we waited while the insurance companies
researched and gathered all the facts. In the end,
the driver who hit me took full responsibility
for the accident. Her insurance covered the
damages to my car and the truck I slid into. The
entire claims process took a couple of weeks.
The best advice I can give is to keep a checklist
in your glove compartment of what you need
to do in case you’re in a car accident. It should
include: your insurance, local police or sheriff
station numbers, and emergency contact
numbers, in case you get hurt. You should also
have a checklist reminding you what information
you need from others involved, including name,
insurance company, phone number, and any
other contact information. I know this would have
helped me.
(Turn the page for just such a list.)

UTURN@USAA.COM | FALL 2007
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Thinking back and ahead
For a long time after the accident, every time I
drove across that bridge, I realized I was getting
distracted in the same spot where the crash
happened. I’d look for leftover broken glass or the
stain on the asphalt from the coolant spill. The
distraction reminded me of what I thought when
I’d looked into the car of the driver who hit me.
Her car was messy and cluttered, so I wondered
if she had been distracted when she hit me.
Lesson learned? Avoid distractions and always
have insurance.
Listen to Alysia tell her story in
Episode 66 of U-TURN’s free weekly
podcast, available for download at
iTunes* Music Store. And check
out another car crash account in
Episode 45, including some more
tips from USAA experts on what
to do if you get in an accident.
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4. Call the police. If anyone has been injured, ask the police to send an ambulance, too.
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3. If the cars involved are drivable, pull them off to the side of the road so they won’t
be hit again. Leaving the cars exactly as they are is only necessary if the vehicles
are NOT drivable.

ure

5. Call your parents. (Take a deep breath. Really, it’ll be all right.)
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• the names of any witnesses who are willing to stick around.
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• the names and phone numbers of the passengers in the cars.
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• the insurance companies’ names and phone numbers.

10 Things
To Do In
Case Of An
Accident
g fl

________________________________________________
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________________________________________________
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________________________________________________
• the names and phone numbers of the cars’ owners.

hav

• the names of the drivers.
________________________________________________

you

6. Exchange insurance information with everyone involved in the accident. Be sure to capture:

7. While you’re waiting for the police to arrive, draw a brief diagram or write a description of what
happened. Capture as many details as possible while they’re fresh in your mind. Include the
date, time, weather conditions, who was driving, and number of passengers.
8. Observe and take note of how everyone is behaving after the accident. This could
come in handy if injuries don’t seem obvious but are reported later.
9. Call your insurance company. (In fact, go ahead and program the number for your insurance
company into the speed dial of your cell right now.) You can reach USAA at (800) 531-2222.
10. If you have a camera (maybe as part of your cell phone), take photos
of the damage. Note: Do NOT try to take pictures if the cars are
stuck in the middle of the road.
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Every October since 1976, thousands of military service members and supporters lace up their running shoes to participate in
the Marine Corps Marathon. The 26.2-mile course, which snakes through the streets of Washington, D.C., features some of the
country’s most inspiring monuments to fuel the heart-pounding exercise participants get as each footfall meets the pavement.
U-TURN caught up with Andrew and Emery – not a distance runner, but an imposing athlete of a different sort – just a week after
the race last fall. Andrew shared his story of completing the grueling marathon with his dad at his side every step of the way, while
Emery explained why he and his entire family think it’s important to volunteer at events like this.

UTURN@USAA.COM | FALL 2007
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U-TURN: How did you get into running?
ANDREW RODGERS: My dad got me into it when I was about 7.
He was going out for a jog one day and he asked me if I wanted
to go. I said, “Yeah, I’ll go.” Now, whenever we have time, we just
go out and run.
U-TURN: Is it easier to train with someone or by yourself?
AR: With someone, because they can push you and you can
push them to get more out of them.
U-TURN: What’s appealing about long distance as
opposed to sprinting?
AR: I’m fast but not as fast as a lot of other people.
I can outrun them long distance because I have more
endurance. In fact, I think I have more endurance
than my dad. But in a sprint, he would win!
U-TURN: Your dad had run several marathons before
the Marine Corps Marathon, right? So, when you saw
him running them, what did you think?

Andrew Rodgers
15, Maryland

AR: I thought it was cool. Runners put their names on their shirts and
everybody hollers at them, cheering and everything. It just gets you
motivated.
U-TURN: When did you decide you were going to do a marathon?
AR: When my dad asked me a couple months before the race. He
said he got some information and asked me if I wanted to run. It was
something I wanted to do. But when I told my friends they said I
was crazy.
U-TURN: What did you have to do to train for the
marathon?
AR: Just run. At least every week, my dad and I
would do a long-distance run. We also did 5Ks,
10Ks, and half-marathons (13 miles).
U-TURN: Right before the marathon, what did
your dad tell you about it?
AR: He said I was gonna feel like I was gonna die.
My legs would hurt so bad that I wouldn’t be able
to walk. I kind of believed him and I kind of didn’t.
I think I thought it would be no big deal. Before we
started the race he told me not to push myself in the
first couple miles. Just take it really slow because
it’s gonna hurt you in the end.
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U-TURN: How did you prepare the night before?
AR: My mom made a big feast of spaghetti. It has carbohydrates, which
are good for runners. I went to bed around 10 p.m., a little nervous, but
committed to doing the race. I knew it would be all right. I slept really well.
U-TURN: And when you got to the race in the morning, what was it like
at the start?
AR: It was crowded, and I was really nervous. My dad had put on the back
of my shirt: “Andrew, youngest male runner.” A lot of people were asking me
about that. We ran the first five miles slow because you’re bumping into
people all around you. We picked up the pace around the fifth mile.
U-TURN: What was the hardest part?
AR: The last six miles. It felt like my legs were just going to give out. My feet
were hurting, my legs were hurting, my knees and toes started to cramp
up. Everything started hurting bad. Sometimes we stopped, walked, and
waited for it to stop hurting as much. Then we started back up. To
make it easier, my dad and I talked about the memorials we were
passing in D.C. We didn’t talk about the pain. I wanted to quit a
couple times, like in the 15th mile or so. We slowed down, but
we kept going. My dad and I stuck together the whole time.
U-TURN: Would you do it again?
AR: Probably. I want to keep running marathons with my dad.
U-TURN: What is it about running that you like?
AR: You put everything into it and it takes everything out
of you. You just want to run and keep running. Also
running with my dad is a good chance to talk about
stuff and everything that’s going on, which is nice
because he travels a lot for work. We get to share all
the stuff that we’ve done, and it’s really special.

UTURN@USAA.COM | FALL 2007
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Emery Shock
17, Virginia
Emery Shock may be a star center
and tight end on his high school
football team, but he’s not too proud
to serve as a water boy. Last fall,
Emery volunteered with his parents,
five younger siblings, and nearly 4,000
other marathon supporters to hand out
water — and shout out encouragement
— to runners at the annual Marine
Corps Marathon in Washington, D.C.

Photographic memories
Emery and his family worked almost nonstop for more than four hours
handing out water cups to thousands of racers. In the free moments he
had, Emery snapped photos of runners, including a few participants who
donned costumes for the race. “I caught one old guy in a bumblebee
outfit,” Emery says. “But I also got a picture of a guy who was running 50
marathons in 50 states.”
The team that plays together
Emery’s dad, an Air Force colonel, has run the Marine Corps Marathon
a few times. But Emery prefers football. “I’m more of a straight-line sprinter,”
he says.
The Marine Corps Marathon is just one of several events at
which this USAA member family has volunteered. Emery believes
getting out in his community to help others has brought him
closer to his parents, three brothers, and two sisters.
“To see a family our size volunteering, I think, can
inspire other families,” adds Emery. “There’s a
bunch of memories that we’ve all built from
volunteering together.”
Leading by example
In fact, Emery so enjoys giving his time
and talents that he also volunteers
on his own as a football coach,
baseball umpire, and mentor at his
local Boys and Girls Club. He also
encourages friends to get involved
with volunteering.
“You have to try it once,” Emery
says. “If you don’t like it, at
least you’ve tried it. If you
love it, then you should do
it some more.”
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This year’s Marine Corps Marathon happens on Oct. 28, 2007. USAA is one of
the official sponsors of the marathon and the Healthy Kids Fun Run. If you’re in
the area, look for friends from USAA and let them know you’re a member.
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Catch up with Andrew Rodgers and Emery Shock on
U-TURN’s free weekly podcast, available for download
at iTunes* Music Store. Look for Episodes 68 and 69.
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COLLEGE KNOWLEDGE

The college
brochures stacked
up in the corner
of your room may
all look the same.
But you may be
surprised to learn that
some schools, degree
programs, and campus
lifestyles offer college
experiences completely
out of the norm.

Tests are the least of
your troubles at Deep
Springs College.
Twenty-seven men
spend two years
living on a cattle ranch and alfalfa farm
in California’s High Desert, shoeing horses,
driving tractors, and milking cows.

At Davidson College in North
Carolina, you can have your cake
and eat it, too. In the annual 1.7mile Cake Race, the winners
receive cakes donated by
professors and their
spouses.

Having trouble choosing a major?
At College of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor,
Maine, all 278 undergraduates major
in human ecology, the study of our
relationship with our
environment.

Hold on to your prom dress or your
favorite Halloween costume if you plan on
attending New College of Florida in Sarasota.
At graduation, students wear costumes or
anything except caps and gowns. Last
year mermaid costumes were hot.
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Plastic pink flamingos and
stainless-steel bedpans are the
rewards for winning the 50-hour
Midwest Trivia Contest every January at
Lawrence University in Appleton, Wis.
Design your own
curriculum and get
narrative evaluations
instead of grades at the
University of Redlands’
Johnston Center for
Integrative Studies.

The Ultimate! Club, the Youn Wha Ryu Club, and
the St. Pat’s Celebration Committee are just a
few of the many student organizations at the
University of Missouri-Rolla.

Still can’t decide? At St. John’s College in
Annapolis, Md., there are no majors. All students
study the great books of Western civilization.

You can make your junior year of high school your
freshman year of college at Simon’s Rock in Great
Barrington, Mass. It’s the only college in the country
that admits students after their sophomore
or junior year of high school.

You can be part of an American
tradition at Marlboro College in
Vermont by participating with
faculty and staff in monthly town
meetings to talk about courses,
majors, and senior plans
of study.

Listen to the true tales of a college
freshman on U-TURN’s free weekly
podcast, available for download at
iTunes* Music Store. Look for Episode 20.
*iTunes is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
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POP QUIZ

CITIZE
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ZEN I.Q.
Have you heard the controversy about a proposed change in the test immigrants must pass
in order to become U.S. citizens? In 2008, the questions could become harder to answer
and require more studying. Your challenge (if you choose to accept it) is to correctly answer
15 questions we pulled from the proposed new test. Look below to check your work.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

How many amendments does the Constitution have?
The House of Representatives has how many voting members?
We elect a president for how many years?
How old must a president be?
Where is the Grand Canyon?
How many justices are on the Supreme Court?
Name one thing only the federal government can do.
What does it mean that the U.S. Constitution is a constitution of limited powers?
Who is the current speaker of the House of Representatives?
What is “rule of law”?
Name one promise you make when you say the Oath of Allegiance.
Name one of the writers of the Federalist Papers.
Who was the president during World War I?
What international organization was established after World War II to keep the world at peace?
What is the tallest mountain in the United States?

Write uturn@usaa.com and tell us how you did. We’ll choose one lucky reader to receive a U-TURN T-shirt.
uscis.gov/natzpilot.
To ssee
To
ee aalllll tthe
hee ppossible
oosssi
s bl
b e test qquestions,
uestions,, visit uscis.go
g v//natzpi
p lot.
1. 27 2. 435 3. Four 4. At least 35 years old 5. Arizona, the Southwest, or along/on the Colorado River 6. Nine 7. Print money, declare war, create an army, or make
treaties 8. The federal government has only the powers that the Constitution states that it has. The states have all powers that the federal government does not. 9. Nancy Pelosi
10. Everyone must obey the law. Leaders must obey the law. Government must obey the law. 11. To give up loyalty to other countries. To defend the Constitution and laws of the
United States. To obey the laws of the United States. To serve in the United States military if needed. To serve the nation if needed. To be loyal to the United States.
12. James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, and John Jay (using the pen name Publius) 13. Woodrow Wilson 14. The United Nations 15. Mount McKinley (also known as Denali)
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Be a star
CALL THE TOLL-FREE U-TURN PODCAST HOTLINE AT (877) 439-8763 TO RECORD:
• Stories about how you earn and save money, including:
Cool jobs you’ve held,
Dream purchases you’ve made,
And ways you’ve saved big bucks;

LD
COU
YOU a 30GB*™
WIN e® iPod
l
App e Page 24!)

• True tales about learning how to drive;
• Tips for how you’re preparing for college;
• Essays that detail awesome, life-changing personal experiences; and

(se

• Opinions about what’s going on in the world around you.
Write out your ideas, practice reading them aloud a couple of times, and
then call the U-TURN Podcast Hotline and record your story as a voice-mail
message. Try not to read your story as if you were giving a report for class;
instead make it dramatic, sincere, funny, poetic, musical, whimsical, or even
dead serious. Put a little effort into it and your recording could wind up on
a future U-TURN podcast AND you could win a 30GB iPod* (see page 24
for contest details).
If you want to participate or try to win an iPod* but can’t think of what
to record, just call the U-TURN Podcast Hotline and answer our special
Assignment Line question – which asks for your opinion on a range of
important topics. Still not sure what to do? E-mail us at uturn@usaa.com
and we’ll help you out.

YOUR SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT: Interview a friend, sibling, or classmate about
something amazing they do (or about any of the podcast ideas we’ve listed
above). It’s easy to do: Just jot down a few questions (ones that will get
more than a “yes” or “no” answer), get your interviewee on the same phone
line with you, and call the U-TURN Podcast Hotline to record the interview
together as a voice-mail message.
DON’T FORGET TO TUNE IN! You can download U-TURN’s weekly podcast at
the iTunes* Music Store – for free! Once there, simply click on the “podcast”
link, search for USAA or U-TURN and you’ll find more than a year’s worth of
episodes – including the latest which updates every Friday. Subscribe to the
podcast and every week it will automatically download to your computer or
portable audio player when you log in to iTunes*.

U-TURN’s FREE weekly podcast is available through iTunes*.
MONEY MANAGEMENT + DRIVING + SAFETY + SONGS + INTERVIEWS + STORIES + More of what you love about U-TURN (but for your ears)
*iPod and iTunes are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc.
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....::::WINTER.07.ISSUE::::....
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

A REAL WEEK OF COLLEGE

THE PRICE OF FAME

....:::life outside the U.S.:::....

....:::peek inside a freshman’s agenda:::....

....:::how much it costs to start a band:::....
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YOUR $ QUESTIONS

Q: WHAT DO YOUR HA
A: Who hasn’t hit the drive-through, skipped flossing, or neglected to check the account
balance before whipping out the debit card for an impulse purchase?
Hey, life’s busy; time’s short. We all take shortcuts now and then. But when these and
other vices become habits, the financial and health-related costs can add up quickly.
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R HABITS REALLY COST?
DRIVING CITATIONS: It’s
not just speeding that can get
you into trouble. Driving without
a seat belt can earn you a ticket,
too. Peeling out can get you
a citation for reckless driving.
Because these violations endanger
your safety and the safety of
others, they result in a fine
($150, on average), and you’ll
probably have to take a driver
safety course. Depending on how
serious the offense, you could
end up paying hundreds more
and earning negative points on
your driver’s license, which could
raise your car insurance premium
by as much as 25 percent. Get
caught driving drunk and you
could be looking at a $10,000
price tag for your actions.
OTHER SAVINGS: If you accelerate
and make sudden stops, you could
decrease your fuel economy by as
much as 2 miles per gallon. That’s
$400 if you drive an average of
12,000 miles a year.

CAFFEINE FIX: Buying caffeine on the run can cost 50 cents per can from a vending
machine to about $1.20 for a 16-ounce drink at a fast-food joint. If you prefer your caffeine
jolt from a coffee shop, take note: A large drip coffee will set you back about $2. Order a latte
or cappuccino, and you’re looking at $3 to $5. The calorie cost? Zero for black drip coffee,
but a 24-ounce Starbucks Java Chip Frappuccino with whipped cream has 650 calories.
2 $1 sodas a day x 365 days = $730
3 $2.50 premium coffees a week x 52 weeks = $390
Total savings, if you skip the habit: $1,120/year
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT: Wouldn’t you rather put that $1,120 into a savings account? After
a few years you’d have enough money to make a down payment on a car or buy your books at
college. USAA’s savings accounts1 offer some of the highest interest rates in the nation and free
ATM access, have no minimum balance requirement, charge no fees, require just $1 to open, and
can be managed online at usaa.com. That includes transferring money between your accounts
and using USAA’s newest feature, USAA Deposit@HomeSM, which could allow you to deposit
checks without having to visit a branch2. Your parents can help you set it all up at usaa.com.

FAST FOOD: A 2007 study revealed that Americans visit fast-food restaurants an
average of 17 times a month. Multiply that by the typical price of a combo meal — about $5
— and the costs inflate quickly. So can your weight! It takes about 3,500 calories to gain a
pound. A Big Mac Value Meal packs 1,250 calories; a Whopper Combo weighs in at 1,350
calories. And with weight gain and poor nutrition come cholesterol, heart, and blood sugar
problems. Remember the documentary “Supersize Me”? A 30-day fast-food-only diet cost
the filmmaker almost 25 extra pounds, depression, and reduced liver function.
$5/meal x 17 visits/month
Total savings, if you skip the habit: $85/month

OVERDRAFTING A BANK ACCOUNT: Fees can be steep when you overdraft (withdraw more
money from your account than is actually available). Some banks offer overdraft protection for
a monthly or annual fee -- if you have money in another account at the same bank to cover the
overdrafts. The fee for this service can range from a couple of dollars a month to $50 a year.
Even with the protection, you may have to pay a penalty if you overdraft. Bounce a check on an
unprotected account, and you’ll pay $40 to $60 for each transaction after the account is empty.

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT: With a
USAA Prepaid Card, your money is loaded
electronically and you can’t spend more
than you have. There are no set up or
maintenance fees. Find out more at usaa.com

Disclosures: 1Bank products provided by USAA Federal Savings Bank, Member FDIC. Availability restrictions apply. USAA does not charge a fee for the first 10 ATM withdrawals, and refunds up to $15 in both banks’ ATM fees
each month. 2Parent must qualify for and enroll in USAA Deposit@Home and activate your use of the service; credit approval required.
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WINNER THIS ISSUE:

Michael and
Stephen Picher
ages 15 and 13, Florida
WHY THEY WON:
The Brothers Picher’s comedy sketch,
“The Substitute,” showcased an experienced
flair for funny voices, special FX and audio
editing. Besides, who couldn’t relate to
having an unusual substitute teacher?
Says Michael: I do almost all the voices,
and I base a lot of them on old comedy
recordings I like to listen to. What we record
we do for pure fun. They have no deep
meaning; they’re just improv.
Says Stephen: We’ve been recording these
crazy things for a long time. I think we’ve
made more than 130 recordings together,
since I was like 7 years old. I do all the
editing; it’s pretty easy on our iMac with Garage Band.
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You can hear their winning entry on U-TURN Podcast Episode 65,
downloadable free from the iTunes* Music Store.

USAA IS
SAVING PAPER.
SHARE THIS
ISSUE WITH
YOUR SIBLINGS.

YOU COULD WIN AN IPOD, SEE YOUR
FACE IN U-TURN, AND HEAR YOURSELF
ON U-TURN’S PODCAST WHEN YOU
SEND US YOUR AUDIBLE STORY.

60858-0807

U35_24-01_Cover-091007_Fix.indd 1

What you have to do:
Create an original podcast story for
U-TURN’s podcast that’s no more
than five minutes long. It could
be a reporter-on-the-street interview,
a reading from an essay or poem
you’ve written, a travelogue, a dayin-the-life story, a comedy routine, or
any other story that translates well
to audio. You can record it on your
own and send it to us at USAA Youth
Media, 9800 Fredericksburg Road,
San Antonio, Texas 78288, or call our
toll-free number to record your story:
(877) 439-8763.

E-mail uturn@usaa.com for
more details on how to create
and send us your entry.

What you could win:
Apple iPod 30GB MP3 and video
player; white; measures 0.4–inch
thin and weighs 4.8 ounces;
up to 14 hours playback; 2.5inch LCD with LED backlight.

The Fine Print: No purchase neecessary to enter or win. Prize is a 30GB iPod music and video player
valued at approximately $300. USAAA employees and their immediate families are not eligible to enter. Must
be 13 or older to enter. Prizes are noontransferable and no cash alternatives will be offered. Taxes on prize are
the responsibility of the winner. Voidd where prohibited. Except where prohibited, participation in the contest
constitutes the entrant’s consent too the sponsor’s use of their name(s), likeness, biographical information,
submitted creative work, and state off residence for promotional purposes in any media without further payment
or consideration, subject to parental consent. Eligibility to enter runs from Sept. 20, 2007, through Oct. 20,
2007. Odds of winning depend on thhe number of entries and relative merit of entries. Winner will be chosen by
Oct. 22, 2007. Entries will be judgedd based on quality of submission, which is at the discretion of the judges.
Winner of the iPod will be announceed in the spring 2008 issue and will be notified by mail, e-mail, or phone
within one week of being chosen or by Oct. 29, 2007. For a list of past winners, contact iPod Winner List,
USAA, c/o U-TURN Magazine, 9800
0 Fredericksburg Road, San Antonio, TX 78288, or call (800) 531-8013.
iPod and iTunes are registered tradem
marks of Apple, Inc., which is not a sponsor or participant in this contest.
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